Abstruct-A novel curvature-based steering control law is introduced to produce the obstacle avoidance behavior for unicycle type robots traveling (liying) at constant speed. Different methods of curvature estimation from noisy range data are explored and compared ria experiments. Performance of the obstacle avoidance algorithm is investigated through simulations and experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
In an unknown environment, a moving robot has to be able to avoid collision in order to survive. Currently, when a map is not provided, there are two major categories of obstacle avoidance algorithms and control laws. The first category is potential function (or navigation function) based algorithms as introduced in [7] , [IO] , [I21 and various other papers. A robot follows the gradient vector field generated by some artificial potential function assigned to the workspace. Detection of new obstacles will cause a recalculation of the potential function. This approach is computationally efficient and easy to implement. Furthermore, with appropriate dynamic model, the algorithm produces an explicit control law for the robot. But it has two drawbacks. First, the potential function will almost certainly have critical points other than the goal. Hence the robot might be trapped near such a critical point. Second, the path of the robot may be hard to compute and predict because of the complexity of the potential functions. The second category of algorithms is based on local path planning, a typical case is the "bug" family originating from the work of Lumelsky and Stepanov [S] , where a robot is instructed to follow boundary curves of obstacles. It is proved that by following the boundary curves of the obstacles and leaving the boundary when a certain condition is satisfied, a robot is guaranteed to reach the goal. Some interesting results on the optimality aspects of local path planning is addressed in [13] . The pathplanning algorithms always produce well-defined paths. However, it does not tell the robot how to follow such a path. One has to solve the inverse dynamics problem to find an applicable control law. This process is difficult and a solution is not guaranteed.
Because it is very difficult to avoid the unwanted critical points of the navigation functions, a recent development in this category is to keep the robot moving at a constant speed with steering control. With the constant speed assumption, such a control law has a gyroscopic nature [16].
The authors of [14]
, [I51 and [18] give empirical ways to design such a vector field. However, the methods are still in their preliminary stages and are only applied to a limited number of special cases. In [ I I] , the authors proposed a navigation steering law with obstacles treated via potential functions on the space of steering angles. This paper has inspired the group led by Warren to investigate the steering behavior of human beings in a non-static environment 131.
Some of the latest interesting results are published in [4] . This approach is promising when the obstacle is relatively small compared to the aperture of the range sensors.
In a two dimensional space, the boundary curves of the obstacles provide cues for the design of steering vector fields. An oriented boundary curve is determined by its curvature function in the canonical Frenet-Serret frame [91 if one knows the position of one point on the curve. The curvature function can be measured from the range data obtained by sensors such as sonar or laser range finder (ladar). By using such curvature measurements, we have given a systematic way to produce gyroscopic steering vector fields which guarantee avoiding obstacles and reach of the goal. The mathematical results are presented in [17] . We take advantage of new developments in shape theory [I91 and formation control [6] . The essence is that we not only produce a justifiable control law, but also predict well-defined paths for the robot.
The performance of our control laws depends on curvature estimates obtained by a robot as a result of analyzing its sensory information. Because of the derivative nature of curvature, even when a high accuracy range sensor such as a laser range finder is employed, the curvature estimates still contain significant noise. Therefore, it is 07803-8232-3/04/$17.00 62004 IEEE important for us to study all possible ways of getting smooth curvature estimates and compare the performance of different methods. We tested two appealing methods.
The first is proposed and analyzed in [2] for biological data, where the classical curvature estimate is employed with an abundant set of empirical rules to improve the accuracy. The second method is examined in [I] , where a geometric curvature estimate is established. We made a slight extension to this method to improve its accuracy. The performance of these two methods are compared via experiments.
Our algorithms are implemented on a Pioneer I1 mobile robot with laser range finder. The feedback control law is implemented in the form of an MDLe atom 151. We carried out a series of experiments to test the performance of the obstacle avoidance and boundary following ability of the control law. Selected results are presented in section IV.
CURVATURE-BASED CONTROL LAWS FOR OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE
The controlled motion of a unicycle type robot is modeled as:
where ( x , y ) E 2Z2 is the location of the robot in the plane and e determines its heading angle in a laboratory coordinate system. The control v is speed and U the steering control. This model is a good approximation of the planar motion of a variety of aerial or ground robots.
As in the case of unmanned aerial vehicles, one often prefers to set v as a constant and only control U. We make the assumption that v is always set to unit speed.
Therefore, our goal is to design a control law for U to achieve obstacle avoidance. We note that under the unit speed assumption, equation (I) can be viewed as representing the motion of a charged particle in a magnetic field of strength proportional to U.
A. Introduction IO the control law
Robots are usually equipped with range sensors, typically sonar or laser range finder. Usually, range sensors are able to scan a cone centered around the heading direction of the robot. We assume we have sufficiently many sensor rays. When a sensor ray detects an obstacle, i.e. the ray intersects the (oriented) boundary curve of the obstacle, then the tangent vector and the plane cuwature [9] at the point of intersection can be estimated by the methods of section III. Let a denote the angle measured counterclockwise from the beading direction of the robot to a selected sensor ray. If this ray detects a point on the boundary curve of the obstacle, then we denote by $ha the angle made by the vector tangent to the boundary curve at that point, with respect to the laboratory frame. Further, we let r, be the corresponding range measurement and ka be the curvature of the boundary curve at the detected point. When a = 0, all measurements are associated to the central ray of the sensor (laser range finder).
In [17], we showed that a robot not only can avoid an obstacle but also can follow the boundary curve of that obstacle by utilizing measurements obtained from two sensor rays, one at a = 0, the other at a = -n/2. One of the technical details is that, when either of the sensor rays fails to detect a boundary curve (say due to being out of range), then we simply assign ea = 0 , K, = 0 and r, = r,, when a = 0 and r, = r, when a = -x / 2 , where rmar is the maximal range for a sensor ray and r, is the desired proximity to the detected boundary curve during wall-following. We could interpret these assignments as determining virtual boundary curves with tangent vectors aligned to the heading direction of the robot. These virtual boundary curves have zero curvature at the virtual point of intersection at distance r,, or r, as the case may be. The intuition behind the use of this particular function V is that if a feedback control law is such that V 5 0 along closed loop trajectories, then a boundary following behavior would result as the limiting behavior (motion state) corresponding to 0 = @, = @-$ and rDetails of the corresponding mathematical arguments will appear in [17] . In the setting of finite range sensors, the role of initial condition is important.
We note that in the control Lyapunov function, the quantities (e-@,), (@,-e-?) and r -f are independent of the choice of laboratory frame. They can be measured in a coordinate frame attached to the robot. Therefore the function V and the derived control law U are also independent of the choice of laboratory frame.
B. Simulation results
Our control law is first tested in simulations in Matlab and we show results as in Figure 1, 2 and 3 . In every 
CURVATURE ESTIMATION FROM LADAR MEASUREMENTS
Because curvature is important to our obstacle avoidance control law, obtaining an accurate estimate of curvature is fundamental. However, curvature estimation involves the computation of derivatives. Such processes are prone to noise and small measurement errors. Filtering and averaging techniques need to be applied.
We use a SICK LMS-200 laser range finder to obtain range measurements. The range-finder takes a 180 degree scan in the horizontal plane, measuring distance with an angular resolution of one degree. The range-finder has a range of 1Om with relative error typically less than 0.8%.
Notice that even such small relative error will still cause 
IK(t)l =
(Recall that plane curvature is signed.) However, since this calculation requires the computation of the second derivative, it is sensitive to noise. If the curve is parameterized by its arc-length then the curvature is 
ss= II~"+w--"-wII In [l] , it is proved that 2 is a good estimate of IC when the difference ( a -b ) is sufficiently small. We refer to this estimates as the geometric estimate of curvature.
B. Noise reduction methods and comparasion
Both the classical and the geometric estimate of curvature are sensitive to noise in the range data. In order to reduce estimation error, a straightfonvard approach is to apply a Gaussian filter to the position data, or use a running average on the position data and the curvature estimates. The improvements depend too much on one's experience and the environment. Therefore, this class of methods is difficult to systemize.
In [2] , various techniques used to filter curvature and torsion data obtained from three-dimensional trajectories of microorganisms are investigated. Empirically, the authors noticed that the ratio between the noise in the position at a point and the distance between points can be interpreted as the signal-to-noise ratio. In order to improve this ratio, one can increase the window size when calculating 66 and 6s. However, the window size cannot be arbitrarily large, otherwise the estimate becomes severely biased. Therefore, one has to deal with the trade-off between the signal-noise ratio and the resolution by varying the window size. Because they are mainly concerned with off-line analysis of collected biological data, this trade-off is not too difficult to handle. However, it becomes much more tricky when real-time estimates have to be obtained for steering.
Meanwhile, the authors of [l] also noticed that a larger window size ought to be used. But they use a fixed window size with the geometric estimate. Here, we make a slight extension by using an averaged curvature estimate across varying window size. These different estimates are compared experimentally. We use a ladar to measure the curvature of two objects.
One is a file cabinet which has flat sides and sharp corners, another is a trash-can with near cylinderical shape. Table  1 shows the averaged RMS error using different estimates on filtered or unfiltered data. We noticed that using larger window size eliminates the need for Gaussian filtering. Figure 4 and 5 plots the geometric estimates with regard to the scanning angles. 
Iv. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON ROBOT EQUIPPED

WITH MDLe
After testing and verifying different estimates in obtaining the curvature estimates, we decided to use the geometric estimate with varying window size 7 -9 to process online range data. The estimation algorithm is implemented as a module of the Motion Description Language system used to control a Pioneer II robot equipped with a laser range finder. The control law is implemented as an MDLe atom [5] .
We tested the obstacle avoidance control law in the corridor of A.V. Williams building at University of Maryland. Such an environment has straight side-walls with closed doors. The results are shown in Figure 6 and 7. We then took the robot outside the building and tested our algorithm along a curved garden wall nearby the building. The results are shown in Figure 8 and 9. with the complexity of the environments one has to devote more effort in solving problems such as the estimation of curvature from noisy range data. We will continue our experiments on other control laws in [I71 that have been theoretically justified. At the same time, we will continue to investigate the techniques required to improve the performance of this class of control laws in practice.
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